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ABSTRACT
DOES MINDFULNESS MEAN MY MIND IS FULL?

Have you ever been so deep in thought that you did not hear someone calling your name? At times like these, our minds are full of thoughts and we are not aware of what is going on around us. Often, we are busy thinking about what is going to happen later, thinking about what happened earlier, or thinking about what is happening now. It can certainly seem like our minds are full of thoughts! But that is not what mindfulness means. Mindfulness means being aware of what is happening now, without getting lost in all of those thoughts. Mindfulness helps us become more aware of what is going on both outside and inside of ourselves, without being distracted by our thoughts. With mindfulness, we can be fully aware of our minds (see Figure 1).
Figure 1 - When we bring full awareness to what is happening in the mind, we have mindfulness.

**EXERCISE FOR THE MIND**

Just as we need to exercise our bodies to stay physically healthy, exercising our minds can keep us mentally healthy, too. Mindfulness involves training our *attention* to stay in the present moment, rather than following our thoughts into the past or future. The same way we do certain exercises to strengthen our body’s muscles, with mindfulness we train the brain’s muscle—attention.

Attention is the brain’s way of selecting one thing to focus on out of the wide range of things in the environment. The brain is constantly receiving information about the world around us from our five senses, as well as interpreting that information using lots of thoughts. There is so much going on in the environment, but often need to select one thing to focus on, without getting
functions. When attention does not work well we have lots of difficulties, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In ADHD, people have trouble keeping their minds on one task, which makes it hard to concentrate when trying to solve a math problem at school, for example.

When you focus on something, you are using networks made up of brain cells called neurons. When you do physical exercise to strengthen a muscle, you train that muscle by repeating the exercise again and again. In mindfulness, you can target these brain networks by making your attention stay on one thing without getting distracted. And when you do get distracted, you bring your attention back again and again. It is like a gym workout for your brain! Scientists have discovered that this kind of exercise can benefit mental health [1].

**MINDFULNESS**

Let us try a mindfulness exercise right now.

Start by sitting down either on the floor or on a chair with your back nice and straight. As you sit, just relax. Be aware of your body as you sit still. While you are sitting still, notice the rising and falling of your belly as you breathe in and out. Do not try to make your breath deeper or longer, but just let it be. Just feel it. Can you feel the sensations of movement as your belly goes up and down with the breath? Try not to think about these movements. Just pay attention to the sensations of the rising and falling of the belly as you breathe in and out. Without following thoughts as they arise, just stay with the feeling of the rising and falling.
watching the breath can be pretty boring! We usually like to pay attention to things that are exciting. But, by stopping your attention from following thoughts and just returning it to the rising and falling of your breath, you are training several attentional networks in your brain.

- When you focus on the breath, you use a brain network for focused attention.
- When you notice a wandering thought, you use a brain network for detecting distraction.
- When you stop that wandering thought, you use a brain network to prevent your attention from following that thought.
- When you return your attention back to the breath, you use a brain network for redirecting attention.

When we practice mindfulness, we are always getting distracted from the breath, so we have to activate all of these networks over and over again (see Figure 2). This is why mindfulness can seem like hard work. Because it is! We are really giving the brain a workout when we try to keep our attention on the breath.
that is happening and bring the attention back to the breath. Repeat this again and again! It is like a gym workout for your brain!

An important part of mindfulness is paying attention without reacting to what is going on. It is easy to get frustrated by your wandering mind. While you are trying to follow the rising and falling of the breath, just pay attention without reacting to what you are experiencing. Do not worry about whether it is easy or difficult. If you react to what is happening, you are just thinking even more thoughts! Just let your attention rest on the breath. And when it wanders, bring it back each time.

Can you do it for 1 min? Have a try!

**WHAT HAPPENS TO A WANDERING MIND?**

Scientists have discovered that the more our thoughts wander the greater chance we have of being unhappy [2]. When we keep thinking about something bad that happened in the past, we could become depressed. If we keep worrying about something bad that might happen in the future, we could become anxious. Being depressed and anxious occur when our thoughts take us away from what is happening right now, into the past or the future.

Neuroscientists (scientists who study the brain) have found that depression and anxiety are associated with changes in the brain. Scientists can measure the activity of neurons in the brain using a device called an electroencephalograph, or EEG. An EEG measures brain activity by recording the electrical signals produced by the neurons (see Figure 3).
Figure 3 - This girl is having her brain activity measured by EEG. The wires in this cap are connected to small electrodes that record the electrical activity produced by neurons in the brain. In this way, scientists can measure whether there is more left or right sided brain activity. Greater left-sided brain activity is associated with positive feelings.

These electrical signals are measured using electrodes placed on the scalp. If electrical activity is measured on both sides of the brain, neuroscientists can see if the activity is the same on both sides. If there is asymmetry (lack of equality) between the two sides of the brain, neuroscientists can see if there is relatively more right-sided or left-sided brain activity.

Studies have shown that greater left-sided brain activity is associated with positive feelings and behavior, while greater right-sided brain activity is associated with more negative feelings and behavior [3]. People with depression and anxiety have been shown to have higher levels of right-sided brain activity than people without these conditions [4].
By now, you might be wondering why you have to pay attention to the breath when you are practicing mindfulness. The breath has one very special feature. It only occurs now, in the present moment. If you are paying attention to your breath, you must be paying attention to what is happening right now. When your thoughts wander, you lose the present moment. But you can always come back to the present by remembering the breath.

Scientific studies are beginning to show that mindfulness practice may result in increased left-sided brain activity [5]. This increase in left-sided activity may also be accompanied by more positive feelings and well-being. This is really good news, because it means that we can change our brains just by training the way we pay attention. By training our attention to stay in the present moment, we can keep our minds from running off into the past and the future and worrying about all of those things. And this may change our brains in ways that help us feel better.

**Glossary**

**Mindfulness**: ↑ The ability to pay attention to the present moment, without judgment or reaction.

**Attention**: ↑ The brain’s ability to focus on one thing out of a wide range of objects.

**Neuroscientists**: ↑ Scientists who study the brain and the way it works (neuro = brain).

**Electroencephalograph (EEG)**: ↑ A device for recording (GRAPH) the electrical activity (ELECTRO) arising from the brain (ENCEPHALO).
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Our minds’ ability to interpret and process information and regulate emotion is determined by the underlying structure.
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